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Advanced LAN Scanner Free [Updated]

- See all computers available in a local or remote network - - Can scan multiple ports for a single or a range of IP addresses at the same time - - Supports multiple threads and can be easily figured out - - High speed and solid
response time - - Extensive and customizable supported features - - Supports a choice of output formats to create an easy-to-read report - - Supports a choice of output folders to save the gathered information - - Clean and modern
Design - - Easy to set up using the included wizard - - Thanks to a quick and easy to use GUI, Advanced LAN Scanner is a breeze to use Advanced LAN Scanner for UNIX is a Windows based Windows NT/2000/XP/2003/Vista/2008 R2
compatible LAN and network scanner with many advantages over other LAN scanners. The use of Advanced LAN Scanner for UNIX has several advantages: 1. You can easily copy-paste IP addresses or entire IP address range
(cascading), even from other applications and manipulate them. 2. You can easily use the -s option to scan multiple ports in the same IP address. 3. You can easily specify the syntax of a scan string (XML) and have it saved to a file
for later use. 4. You can easily save results to XML files for easy viewing with a text editor. 5. You can easily view and adjust scanned output settings from within the program. 6. You can easily use the -t option to specify the type of
information to be gathered, as well as the amount of time to spend on each IP address. Advanced LAN Scanner is the best and fastest software solution for use on Windows. It scans every TCP/IP port on a LAN by itself, or you can tell
it to scan for all IP addresses of a specific range. Advanced LAN Scanner will also notify you when it finds a computer with an open port for a specific service that you specify. It scans and displays all open ports and related data for
each IP address in a time-saving manner, while the actual scan works simultaneously. Advanced LAN Scanner includes the ability to use a list of IP addresses to save the scan data to a HTML, HTML-like, or TXT file. The most
frequently used or useful data can be copied and pasted into text editors. And Advanced LAN Scanner also has a JSON export feature. You

Advanced LAN Scanner Crack Full Version Download For PC

Advanced LAN Scanner Free Download is the free easy-to-use network scanner that will help you scan LAN computers. It provides a lot of features such as scan subnets, check open ports and netbios names. It is best suited for small
networks with only a few computers. Easy to use and quick execution! Key Features: ✓ Detects all computers on a network ✓ Detects open ports and netbios names ✓ Detects open proxy and VPNs ✓ Detects running programs ✓
Detects logged on users and groups ✓ Detects network shares ✓ Detects the Windows Registry ✓ Sniffs for multiple vulnerabilities ✓ Detects open web services ✓ Alerts you when the host is vulnerable ✓ Ability to import a list of IP
addresses The users of Advanced LAN Scanner will appreciate these features: ✓ Scanning an IP range ✓ Sniffs for several vulnerabilities ✓ Several standard data collect options ✓ Supported scan modes (port scan, broadcast scan,
subnet scan, ping scan and UDP scan) ✓ Scans broadcast and multicast IP addresses ✓ Detects open web servers ✓ Detects running services ✓ Detected session on a remote host ✓ Detects running processes ✓ Detects the remote
time on a remote host ✓ Detects netbios names on a remote host ✓ Detects group and user accounts on a remote host ✓ Detects "who is online" status on a remote host Advanced LAN Scanner Screenshots: The Advanced LAN
Scanner is the perfect tool to scan your entire LAN and find the open ports and netbios name. All open ports and netbios names will be shown in a list. It also allows you to load a network IP address list. Advanced LAN Scanner is the
best Network scan program, which offers you to scan each subnet IP addresses, folders, shares, printers, users, services, users (group and local), users (domain and local), log on users and group, and all connected computers on your
network or subnet. It works at all Windows OS from Windows 2000 to Windows 10. Advanced LAN Scanner is the only program on the market that can do all of these functions. This thing is a winner. Advanced LAN Scanner is a Free,
easiest-to-use, accurate Network scanner for net... Advanced aa67ecbc25
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Advanced LAN Scanner is a tiny and intuitive application that you can use to scan all computers available in your network. It supports multiple threads and can be easily figured out. After a brief setup procedure, you are greeted by a
common window with a plain layout, where you can enter an IP range to scan on the network. Advanced LAN Scanner displays results immediately and reveals the domain, open and closed ports, NetBIOS names, groups, users,
shares, drives, the remote time of the day and Windows Registry entries for each found IP address, among other items. A few configuration settings are available through the Advanced screen. Thus, you can create a list of IP
addresses to be used in the program, as well as specify the type of information to gather (e.g. OS type, shares, drives, scan ports and transports, groups and users). All revealed information can be saved to a plain text document
(TXT) or HTML file. More preferences can be found in the Options screen. For instance, you can establish the maximum number of threads, scan mode and thread priority level, attempt to scan computers that do not response to the
Ping commands, as well as use single-threaded NetBIOS names retrieval mode. The simple-to-use program requires a pretty low quantity of CPU and system memory, has a good response time and finishes a scanning job swiftly,
without causing us any problems throughout our testing. The app did not hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. Unfortunately, no recent updates have been made. Nevertheless, thanks to its intuitive layout, Advanced LAN Scanner
should please the entire audience. Advanced LAN Scanner Screenshots: Advanced LAN Scanner Publisher's Description: Advanced LAN Scanner is a tiny and intuitive application that you can use to scan all computers available in
your network. It supports multiple threads and can be easily figured out. After a brief setup procedure, you are greeted by a common window with a plain layout, where you can enter an IP range to scan on the network. Advanced
LAN Scanner displays results immediately and reveals the domain, open and closed ports, NetBIOS names, groups, users, shares, drives, the remote time of the day and Windows Registry entries for each found IP address, among
other items. A few configuration settings are available through the Advanced screen. Thus, you can create a list of IP addresses to be used in the program, as well as specify the type of information to gather (

What's New in the Advanced LAN Scanner?

Advanced LAN Scanner is a tiny and intuitive application that you can use to scan all computers available in your network. It supports multiple threads and can be easily figured out. After a brief setup procedure, you are greeted by a
common window with a plain layout, where you can enter an IP range to scan on the network. Advanced LAN Scanner displays results immediately and reveals the domain, open and closed ports, NetBIOS names, groups, users,
shares, drives, the remote time of the day and Windows Registry entries for each found IP address, among other items. A few configuration settings are available through the Advanced screen. Thus, you can create a list of IP
addresses to be used in the program, as well as specify the type of information to gather (e.g. OS type, shares, drives, scan ports and transports, groups and users). All revealed information can be saved to a plain text document
(TXT) or HTML file. More preferences can be found in the Options screen. For instance, you can establish the maximum number of threads, scan mode and thread priority level, attempt to scan computers that do not response to the
Ping commands, as well as use single-threaded NetBIOS names retrieval mode. The simple-to-use program requires a pretty low quantity of CPU and system memory, has a good response time and finishes a scanning job swiftly,
without causing us any problems throughout our testing. The app did not hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. Unfortunately, no recent updates have been made. Nevertheless, thanks to its intuitive layout, Advanced LAN Scanner
should please the entire audience.... Sum of all ports, known by the computer. Converts a 0-65535 result into a 0-63, e.g. 0-31 value means that only 31 ports in the computer are open (well, why do I need to scan 32 in a LAN
anyway? ;-), 65535-65536 means that all ports in the computer are open. totalSockets - The total number of sockets in the machine. openPorts - Count of the list of opened ports by using the netstat command. In the case of the
computer name specified as argument to the -p and -s option, all IANA port numbers of the corresponding protocol are also listed in the -p argument. closedPorts - Count of the list of closed ports by using the netstat command. In the
case of the computer name
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System Requirements:

Apple iPhone/iPad Android Windows Mac OSX Minimum Windows 7 Windows 8.1 Windows 10 Mac OSX 10.7 Mac OSX 10.8 You can install the game on You can download the game on You can download
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